AlgheRitmo

ALGHERO
Come to the heart of the Mediterranean and discover the unspoilt beauty of Sardinia.
Understand the essence of a land that oversees many influxes of peoples and cultures but is
able to keep its identity intact.
Make it Now offers you a unique adventure, experiential activities that will show you timeless
places in which the white sand is mixed with the blue sea and green hues of the natural
expanses.
Tutors, tablets and Apps will support you during the individual stages of a route that combines
experimental workshops with dynamic and fun activities.

DURATION

5 DAYS

PROGRAM

AlgheRitmo

DAY 1 / ALGHERO

WELCOME COFFEE
Alghero will greet you with a coffee on a terrace overlooking
the sea. Expert tutors will hand you a tablet, a useful support
to fully experience the different stages.

OrienTOUR

Urban Orienteering to discover Alghero. Through questions
and puzzles you can walk among the city walls, amidst ancient
buildings and churches to learn about the traditions, history
and culture of an enchanted place.

A RUOTA LIBERA

Test your physical endurance by riding a bike to become the
protagonist of an archaeological bike tour. Alleys and streets
immersed in nature will lead you to the Nuragic Palmavera
complex to discover the primordial elements that characterize
this magical land.
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DAY 2 / ASINARA - STINTINO - ALGHERO
AnCoraggio

A tour in a catamaran in the beautiful waters of the Parco
dell’Asinara. A dynamic adventure that will allow you to
participate in life on board planning activities and taking
effective decisions in the shortest possible time. You will
learn to coordinate a group of people adapting to different
situations. Put yourself to the test and exceed your limits!

4X4

Outdoor training in the wilderness of Stintino, consisting
of exciting and engaging challenges. The jeep tours will
allow you to face risks and difficulties. You will learn to
overcome unexpected and difficult situations, acting quickly,
pragmatically and with the objective in mind.

DRINK AL TRAMONTO

Relax and enjoy a tasty appetizer that will end a day full of
emotions. On a panoramic terrace, while the sun silently
disappears into the sea, Alghero will leave you the memory
of a magical moment.

DAY 3 / ORISTANO - SAN SALVATORE DI SINIS CABRA
CAVALCA…VIA

Discover wonderful places from a horse saddle. The lagoon of
Sant’Enea Arrubia and the wonderful pine forest of Arborea
will allow you to capture the true essence of Sardinia. Among
pink flamingos and natural landscapes this horse trekking
experience will be an opportunity to develop your emotional
and social skills

PaeSardo

Immerse yourself in a real movie set and visit the village of
San Salvatore, a small, picturesque village chosen to shoot
scenes of several Westerns. Enter the old Saloon and feel like
a cowboy for a day!
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DAY 4 / CHIARAMONTI - SENNORI
SAPERI E SAPORI

Kneading bread is an art and for Sardinia this product is
synonymous with ancient traditions. Discover the secrets of
production, from the corn field to harvesting grain, up to the
processing of the flour. Prepare your bread and take home
your “spianata”!

VinSardo
Visit one of the most renowned wineries of Sardinia and taste
intense wines. The experience will guide you to discover a
mystical, simple and multiform world. An interesting journey
that will go through all the production phases up to guided
tasting to taste the magic drink in the best possible way.

DAY 5 / SASSARI - ALGHERO
CHE MIRA
Shoot your arrow! Take on a dynamic and stimulating activity
to enhance your ability to focus on objectives, improve your
mental concentration making the best use of your mental and
physical energy, to maintain an excellent inner balance and
develop your positivity and flexibility.

UN MARE DI TESORI

Walk around Alghero and be enchanted by the splendour of
the red coral, one of the finest in the Mediterranean. Coral
has a wonderful symbiosis with gold and jewellery creating
exhilarating, beautiful items.
Visit the ancient craft shops and see with your own eyes the
creations made by the master experts.
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